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T
his Red Norvo album was the direct result of the Odessa Jazz Party in 

Texas, in which Red and the rest of the group participated.  Spread over 

six days, and excellently run by Dr. Koming Fulcher, the Odessa party 

brings together twenty or so musicians to play in various contexts, and there 

is a lot of relaxed swinging.  The Norvo sessions at Odessa were particularly 

outstanding.  Red brought down the house with old friends like Peanuts Hucko 

and Flip Phillips, and especially Kenny Davern and Dave McKenna, who told 

me he was tired of making mostly solo piano records.  So we planned to make 

Red’s second Famous Door album at the time he returned to New York for his 

annual visit to Michael’s Pub.

While reminiscing about his Las Vegas days (in the 1950s and 1960s Vegas was 

still a swinging town, with dozens of great musicians playing in the hotel show 

bands), Red voiced regrets that many of the small groups he led with people 

like Sam Most and Bill Harris were never recorded.  Here we have evidence 

of what was heard by the guests at Odessa.  Norvo, McKenna, and Davern, 

plus the rhythm team of Milt Hinton and Mousey Alexander, complement each 

other in some strongly swinging quintet and quartet numbers.  “A Long One for 

Santa Monica” is an extension of a short blues Red did on his first Famous Door 

album, ‘Vibes a la Red”.





1  LOVER, COME BACK TO ME   5:08
 Oscar Hammerstein II/Sigmund Romberg 

2 TANGERINE   4:28
 Johnny Mercer/Victor Schertzinger

3 SANTA MONICA BLUES   4:39 
 (a Long One for Santa Monica) Red Norvo

4 WITCHCRAFT   5:28
 Cy Coleman/Carolyn Lùeigh

5 ROSE ROOM   5:15
 Art Hickman/Harry Williams

6 WHEN YOU’RE SMILING   4:50
 Joe Goodwin/Larry Shay

7 EXACTLY LIKE YOU   5:10
 Dorothy Fields/Jimmy McHugh

Personnel: 
Red Norvo (vibraphone, Marimba), 
Dave McKenna (piano), 
Milt Hinton (bass), 
Mousey Alexander (drums), 
Kenny Davern (soprano sax) 
on tracks  1-3-6-7

Recorded June 1975 
at A&R Studios, New York, NY

2xHD Mastering: René Laflamme
2xHD Executive Producer: André Perry

Artwork:  André Perry, Graphics: Sylvie Labelle, Liner notes: Harry Lim



The 2xHD proprietary mastering provides a unique listening experience as the process digs 
deep in original recordings to bring out all hidden information, without altering the music 
in any way, uncovering and bringing out nuances, warmth, depth of field and even the air 
around the musicians.

The 2xHD logo on an album cover indicates that the recording was carefully selected and 
the high resolution mastering was done using the 2xHD process.  Created by producer/
studio owner André Perry and prize-winning audiophile sound engineer René Laflamme 
in collaboration with several high-end audio equipment manufacturers, the 2xHD music 
remastering system combines the best of vintage analog with state-of-the-art DSD and 
DXD digital technology – a ‘Back to the Future’ approach.  Each musical project is treated 
with individual attention to the selection of equipment. 

Some of the top flight gear used in the process includes a selection of cutting-edge A/D 
and D/A converters to obtain the most natural DSD or PCM sound, such as a NAGRA-T tape 
recorder - modified with all tubes playback electronics (With its four direct drive motors 
and the tape sensor head, The NAGRA-T is one of the best transports ever made), a modi-
fied vacuum tube NAGRA HD dac (DSD) to make it possible to obtain real analog sound from 
a digital master and in some cases even battery power is used so as to benefit from the 
cleanest power source possible. The 2XHD FUSION mastering system is powered by super 
capacitor power supplies with new technology that lowers the digital noise which is heard 
in the lowest levels, something that was not possible before.  The resulting signal is then 
transformed to high resolution formats by recording it in DSD 256 kHz using the Merging 
Technologies’ Horus A to D converter - which is also powered by a super capacitor power 
supply.  All analog and digital cables are the finest state of the art available today.  Also 
used in the process are Pyramix Masscore (records all high resolution formats, allowing for 
great flexibility), an Atomic Clock for re-clocking, and Siltech & Shunyata cables (all digital 
and analog cables are reduced to a minimum optimal length in the digital conversion and 
mastering system).  

The particular open sound and feeling of having no ceiling to the music are obtained through 
the 2xHD high resolution transfer.  In the case of an original analog master tapes, transfer 
to DSD 256.  In the case of an original 96/24 or DXD/DSD master, transfer is made to ana-
logue using cutting edge D/A converters.

2xHD is an accurate and musical mastering system, earning recognition from peers and 
from the specialized trade publications around the world.  
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